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The Study Of Coalition Behavior - Semi Gouwsena (1970)

A Study of Coalition Behavior in Decision Making Groups - Keith Humphreys (1975)

Basic Group Processes - J. B. Pfeiffer (2012) - This book focuses on the theory of behavior in coalitions and presents an overview of the theoretical foundations of political party coalitions.

The Study Of Coalition Behavior Theoretical Perspectives And Cases From Four Continents

Coalition Theories and Cabinet Formations - Marc de Swaan (1973)

The Behavior of Coalitions as Intergovernmental Structures - Elaine M. Rotherwick (1972)

The Cycle of Coalitions: David Fortington (2021) - This book presents a theory of the relationship between parties and voters throughout the legislative period under coalition governance.


Coalition Governance in Central Eastern Europe: Torbjörn Bergman (2002-06-12) - This book analyzes the forces behind the dissemination of all anti-Israel coalitions formed by Arab states since 1948.

The Oxford Handbook of Social Movements

The Study Of Coalition Behavior Theoretical Perspectives And Cases From Four Continents

Communities That Care (CTC) is a coalition-based prevention strategy that has been implemented successfully in communities across the world to promote healthy development and reduce crime rates for youth. Drawing on literature from criminology, community psychology, and prevention science, this book describes the conditions and actions necessary for effective community-based prevention. The authors illustrate how effective community-based prevention can be undertaken in various settings.

The Cycle of Coalition

Conflict, Power, and Games - James T. Tedeschi (2017) - The technological revolution in the social sciences made available a set of research tools and data manipulation techniques that permit the study of complex social processes previously inaccessible or not amenable to our observational powers. One important set of 'tools' is the generic title 'experiential games,' which were characterized by the interactive protagonist's 'juxtaposition of relatively well-defined goals whose achievement is dependent on the behavior of others.' James T. Tedeschi, Barry R. Sicherman, and Thomas V. Bonoma, in this book, explore how these tools have been used to understand the strategic behavior of decision-makers in complex social circumstances.

Conflict, Power, and Games: Ralph J. DiClemente (2009) - "Here is a 'must-read' for all health promotion researchers and practitioners eager to engage in meaningful research and practice in the area of behavioral science.
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The Cycle of Coalition
Council between 1998 and 2007, this book provides a comprehensive account of these salient issues that lie at the heart ... deliberations, an explanatory model approximating the Nash-Bargaining solution is employed to predict the policy... 

Advances in the Study of Behavior explores the impact of intra-party politics at different levels of government: national, local and EU. This offers the ... for example, creates a need to estimate the policy positions of individual politicians inside political parties. This... 

Intra-Party Politics and Coalition Governments strategy in playing games in which the conditional choices of players are noted. The sequence of decisions during the... 

literature on pure theory, but discusses several potential applications, such as oligopoly and the provision of public goods.

Coalition Politics and Cabinet Decision Making (Palgrave 2012) Every day, coalition cabinets make policy decisions critical to international politics. Julie Kaufer examines the dynamics of these multi-party cabinets in parliamentary systems in order to assess both the quality of coalition decision making and the degree to which coalitions tend to favor peaceful or military solutions. Are coalition cabinets riddled by conflict that they cannot make foreign policy effectively, or do the multiple voices represented in the cabinet create more legitimate and imaginative responses to the international system? By political and institutional constraints inherent to coalition cabinets led to negotiated policy outcomes? Employing theory from security studies and political psychology as well as a combination of quantitative cross-national analyses and twelve qualitative case studies of foreign policy made by coalition cabinets in Japan, the Netherlands, and Turkey, Kaufer identifies the factors that generate highly aggressive policies, inconsistency, and other policy outcomes. Her findings have implications not merely for foreign... 

Intra-Party Politics and Coalition Governments strategy in playing games in which the conditional choices of players are noted. The sequence of decisions during the... 

Coalition Politics and Cabinet Decision Making: Julie Kaufer 2012-04-17 Every day, coalition cabinets make policy decisions critical to international politics. Julie Kaufer examines the dynamics of these multi-party cabinets in parliamentary systems in order to assess both the quality of coalition decision making and the degree to which coalitions tend to favor peaceful or military solutions. Are coalition cabinets riddled by conflict that they cannot make foreign policy effectively, or do the multiple voices represented in the cabinet create more legitimate and imaginative responses to the international system? By political and institutional constraints inherent to coalition cabinets led to negotiated policy outcomes? Employing theory from security studies and political psychology as well as a combination of quantitative cross-national analyses and twelve qualitative case studies of foreign policy made by coalition cabinets in Japan, the Netherlands, and Turkey, Kaufer identifies the factors that generate highly aggressive policies, inconsistency, and other policy outcomes. Her findings have implications not merely for foreign... 
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Council between 1998 and 2007, this book provides a comprehensive account of these salient issues that lie at the heart...
Yeah, reviewing a ebook the study of coalition behavior theoretical perspectives and cases from four continents could add your close links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, exploit does not suggest that you have fabulous points. Comprehending as with ease as concurrence even more than new will allow each success. adjacent to, the revelation as skillfully as perception of this the study of coalition behavior theoretical perspectives and cases from four continents can be taken as capably as picked to act.